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Abstract—The performance of differential evolution (DE)
largely depends on its mutation strategy and control parameters.
In this paper, we propose an adaptive DE (ADE) algorithm with
a new mutation strategy DE/lbest/1 and a two-level adaptive
parameter control scheme. The DE/lbest/1 strategy is a variant of
the greedy DE/best/1 strategy. However, the population is mutated
under the guide of multiple locally best individuals in DE/lbest/1
instead of one globally best individual in DE/best/1. This strat-
egy is beneficial to the balance between fast convergence and
population diversity. The two-level adaptive parameter control
scheme is implemented mainly in two steps. In the first step, the
population-level parameters Fp and CRp for the whole population
are adaptively controlled according to the optimization states,
namely, the exploration state and the exploitation state in each
generation. These optimization states are estimated by measuring
the population distribution. Then, the individual-level parameters
Fi and CRi for each individual are generated by adjusting
the population-level parameters. The adjustment is based on
considering the individual’s fitness value and its distance from
the globally best individual. This way, the parameters can be
adapted to not only the overall state of the population but also
the characteristics of different individuals. The performance of
the proposed ADE is evaluated on a suite of benchmark functions.
Experimental results show that ADE generally outperforms four
state-of-the-art DE variants on different kinds of optimization
problems. The effects of ADE components, parameter properties
of ADE, search behavior of ADE, and parameter sensitivity of
ADE are also studied. Finally, we investigate the capability of
ADE for solving three real-world optimization problems.
Index Terms—Adaptive parameter control, differential
evolution (DE), global optimization.
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I. Introduction
D IFFERENTIAL evolution (DE), first proposed by Stornand Price [1], [2], is a simple and efficient evolutionary
algorithm for global optimization. It has been successfully
applied to a variety of numerical optimization problems
[3]–[9] and real-world applications such as signal process-
ing [10], robotic system control [11], and wireless sensor
networks [12]. Theoretical studies on DE such as convergence
analysis [13] and population-dynamics analysis [14] have also
been conducted by some recent work.
A classic DE algorithm involves three general evolutionary
operators, i.e., mutation, crossover, and selection, which are
associated with certain control parameters. The values of
the parameters greatly influence the convergence speed and
population diversity. Therefore, how to choose an appropriate
parameter setting to improve the performance of the algo-
rithm has become a significant and promising research topic
in DE.
A large amount of research work has been conducted to
analyze the effects of these control parameters and suggest
suitable parameter settings [2], [15], [16]. However, optimal
parameter settings ad hoc to a specific problem are often based
on a priori or empirical knowledge, and there exists no single
value being good for all types of problems. For example,
a small crossover probability CR is suitable for separable
functions while a large one is effective for nonseparable
functions [17]. Thus, many studies have been undertaken on
parameter control for improved DE, where parameters are
automatically adjusted at runtime.
In the literature, the works on parameter control can be
mainly classified into two kinds of strategies. The first one
is population-level parameter control and the second one is
individual-level parameter control.
In the earlier works of parameter control for DE, the control
parameters are usually applied at a population level. All
individuals in the population are associated with the same
parameter values. Two kinds of information can be used to
adjust the parameter values for the whole population. The
first kind is some deterministic factors such as generation
number or fitness evaluations number [18]. Parameter control
based on such factors is easy to implement, but may not be
effective enough since it does not utilize any search feedback
information from the evolution. The second kind is some form
of feedback derived from the search process that can be in
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one of different evolutionary states. Examples of this feedback
information are the relative fitness values over individuals [19],
[20] and population diversity [21], [22].
In recent years, more researchers apply the adaptive control
parameters at an individual level [23]–[30]. Each individual
maintains its own set of parameters that are adapted during
the optimization process. Most of these adaptive approaches
are based on the idea that the parameters that can lead to
good individuals should be propagated throughout the popu-
lation. There are various methods for adaptively updating the
parameter values for each individual among these approaches.
The related works will be reviewed in Section II-B.
It can be seen that most existing methods for parameter
adaptation only take the population-level strategy or
individual-level strategy into consideration. By themselves,
however, the population-level and the individual-level
parameter adaptations can make use of only one aspect of the
evolutionary process information, that is, the state of the whole
population or the characteristics of single individual. For
the use of only population-level strategy, some deterministic
factors or feedback information from the population are
utilized to control parameter values. Nevertheless, since all
the individuals share the same population-level parameters
without diversity, the diversity of population search behavior
may also be insufficient. For the use of only individual-level
strategy, each individual is associated with its own parameters
that are controlled based on individual characteristics instead
of the overall population information. Therefore, this kind
of strategy cannot quickly adjust the parameters to adapt to
different optimization states.
How to utilize both of the two kinds of evolutionary process
information to design a more efficient parameter adaptation
strategy is still a challenging and significant task. So far as we
know, in the literature, there is no reported work on combining
both population-level and individual-level parameter control.
In this paper, we propose a novel two-level adaptive parameter
control scheme, which is an extension of our previous work
[31], utilizing both population and individual information to
provide a more comprehensive description of the evolutionary
process. Thus, the proposed scheme can tackle the limitations
of using only population-level or individual-level strategy.
In this scheme, the parameters of the algorithm are adap-
tively controlled at two levels. At the population level, the
population-level parameters shared by the whole population
are first controlled. In each generation, the population-level
parameters are updated according to different optimization
states that are estimated by measuring the population distribu-
tion. In order to fit the characteristics of different individuals,
the individual-level parameter control is then performed. The
individual-level parameters assigned to each individual are
generated by further adjusting the population-level parameters.
The adjustment is based on considering the individual’s fitness
value and its distance from the best individual. Consequently,
the two-level parameter adaptation scheme can provide adap-
tive parameters more effectively. Through population-level
control, the proposed scheme is able to quickly adjust pa-
rameters to match the overall population state. Moreover, the
resulting parameters can be further fine-turned to adapt to the
characteristics of different individuals through individual-level
control.
This two-level adaptive parameter control scheme is applied
to DE with a new mutation strategy called DE/lbest/1, which is
a variant of the classic DE/best/1. In traditional DE, DE/best/1
utilizes the globally best solution to guide the mutation, and
can thus converge very fast on simple unimodal problems.
However, such a greedy strategy may suffer from premature
convergence when it deals with complex multimodal problems.
By contrast, in the DE/lbest/1 mutation strategy, the popu-
lation is attracted by multiple locally best solutions instead
of a single globally best solution. Therefore, our proposed
mutation strategy is helpful for balancing the exploration and
exploitation abilities of the algorithm. Although there exist DE
mutation strategies such as DE/current-to-pbest/1 in JADE [26]
utilizing multiple good solutions, our DE/lbest/1 differs from
those strategies in the following major aspects.
1) The population of DE/lbest/1 is divided into a predefined
number of nonoverlapping groups, whose number and
members are kept unchanged at runtime.
2) In DE/lbest/1, multiple locally best solutions are selected
from different groups of solutions, each of which is
mutated under the guide of its respective locally best
solution.
Since DE/lbest/1 utilizes the locally best solution which only
directly attracts the individuals in the same group with it, the
entire population is in fact attracted by multiple good solutions
chosen from different groups. Therefore, it is less likely for
DE/lbest/1 that the entire population is attracted to a specific
region in the search space, and the problem of premature
convergence can be better alleviated for DE/lbest/1.
Combining the DE/lbest/1 strategy with two-level adaptive
parameter control, we develop a novel adaptive DE algorithm
(ADE), the robustness and efficiency of which are further
enhanced. The proposed ADE is tested on different types
of benchmark functions and three real-world optimization
problems. The performance of ADE compares favorably with
four state-of-the-art DE variants.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II reviews the DE algorithm and the related works on
parameter control methods and variants of mutation strategies
for DE. Section III describes the proposed ADE algorithm
in detail, including the DE/lbest/1 mutation strategy, the two-
level parameter control scheme, and the runtime complexity of
ADE. In Section IV, the ADE algorithm is compared with four
state-of-the-art DE variants on a suite of benchmark functions
and three real-world optimization problems. The experimental
results are also discussed. In addition, the effects of ADE
components, parameter properties of ADE, search behavior
of ADE, and parameter sensitivity of ADE are studied in this
section. Finally, Section V draws the conclusions.
II. DE Algorithm and Related Works
A. Differential Evolution (DE) Algorithm
DE is a population-based stochastic algorithm designed
for global numerical optimization. Similar to other EAs, DE
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searches for a global optimum in the search space with a pop-
ulation of vectors {xgi = [xgi,1, xgi,2, ..., xgi,D], i = 1, 2, ..., NP},
where g denotes the current generation, D is the dimension of
the search space, and NP is the population size. In generation
g = 0, the jth component of the ith vector can be initialized as
x0i,j = xmin,j + rand(0, 1) · (xmax,j − xmin,j) (1)
where rand(0,1) is a uniform random number on the interval
[0,1], and xmin,j , xmax,j are the prescribed minimum and
maximum bounds of the jth dimension, respectively. After ini-
tialization, DE enters an evolutionary process which includes
mutation, crossover, and selection operations.
1) Mutation: In each generation g, the mutation operation
is applied to each individual xgi (also called the target vector) to
create its corresponding mutant vector vgi . The five frequently
used mutation strategies are listed as follows:
DE/rand/1
v
g
i = x
g
r1 + F · (xgr2 − xgr3). (2)
DE/current-to-best/1
v
g
i = x
g
i + F · (xgbest − xgi ) + F · (xgr1 − xgr2). (3)
DE/best/1
v
g
i = x
g
best + F · (xgr1 − xgr2). (4)
DE/best/2
v
g
i = x
g
best + F · (xgr1 − xgr2) + F · (xgr3 − xgr4). (5)
DE/rand/2
v
g
i = x
g
r1 + F · (xgr2 − xgr3) + F · (xgr4 − xgr5). (6)
It can be seen that the mutant vector vgi is generated by
combing a base vector with one or two scaled difference
vectors. In the above equations, the indices r1, r2, r3, r4, and
r5 are distinct integers randomly selected from [1,2, . . . ,NP],
and are all different from the index i. xgbest is the vector with
the best fitness value in the current generation. The factor F
is a positive control parameter for weighting the difference
vectors.
2) Crossover: In order to enhance population diversity, a
crossover operation exchanges some components of the mutant
vector vgi with the target vector x
g
i to generate a trial vector
u
g
i . The process can be expressed as
u
g
i,j =
{
v
g
i,j, if rand(0, 1)≤CR or j = jrand
x
g
i,j, otherwise
(7)
where rand(0,1) is a uniformly distributed random number as
before. jrand is an integer randomly generated from the range
[1,D], which is used to ensure that the trial vector has at least
one component different from the target vector. The crossover
probability CR is another control parameter, which determines
the fraction of vector components inherited from the mutant
vector.
3) Selection: To decide whether the target or the trial vec-
tor can survive to the next generation, the selection operation is
finally performed. For a minimization problem, the vector with
the lower objective function value enters the next generation,
which can be expressed as follows:
x
g+1
i =
{
u
g
i , iff (ugi )≤f (xgi )
x
g
i , otherwise
(8)
where f (x) is the objective function for the minimization
problem.
B. Parameter Control Methods for DE
Control parameters in DE have significant effects on the
performance of the algorithm [9], [16]. However, there is no
fixed parameter setting that can achieve the best performance
for all types of problems. Therefore, various parameter control
methods have been proposed for DE to dynamically adjust the
parameter values. These methods are capable of enhancing the
robustness and efficiency of DE algorithm. In this paper, we
classify the parameter control methods into two categories as
follows.
1) Population-Level Parameter Control: All individuals
in the population share the same parameter values that are
controlled based on some deterministic rules or feedback infor-
mation from the DE search process. Deterministic rules change
the parameter values without exploiting any information from
the evolution. Das et al. [18] proposed two schemes to control
the scale factor F for DE. The first one decreases the value
of F based on a linear rule, and the second one generates the
value of F in a random way. Since the linear rule in the first
scheme is based on both the current number and the predefined
maximum number of generations, it is actually determined
before running the algorithm.
By using some form of feedback from the DE search
process, parameter control strategies dynamically adjust the
parameter values that can adapt to different evolutionary states.
In [19], the value of the parameter F is adaptively adjusted
based on the minimum and maximum fitness values over the
individuals in each generation. In [20], a fuzzy logic control
approach was proposed to adapt the DE parameters F and CR.
The fuzzy controllers incorporate the relative fitness values
and individuals of the successive generations as their inputs,
and the outputs are the values of F and CR. Zaharie [21]
proposed a method of adapting the parameters of DE guided
by the population diversity evolution. Based on the same idea,
Zaharie and Petcu [22] further developed an adaptive Pareto
DE for multiobjective optimization problems.
2) Individual-Level Parameter Control: In this form of
adaptation, each individual in the population maintains its
own set of parameter values, which are optimized through
the evolutionary process. Brest et al. [24] introduced a self-
adaptive approach for the control parameters F and CR. In
each generation, new Fi and CRi for each individual are ran-
domly generated in their respective ranges with probabilities τ1
and τ2, respectively. Qin et al. [25] proposed a self-adaptive
DE (SaDE) algorithm, in which the trial vector generation
strategies and the control parameters F and CR are self-
adapted by learning from the previous experiences. Zhang and
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Sanderson [26] introduced a new adaptive DE algorithm called
JADE. The control parameters for each individual in JADE
are updated based on their historical record of success. In
[27], JADE is further combined with a strategy adaptation
mechanism. Wang et al. [28] proposed a composite DE
(CoDE), which uses three trial vector generation strategies
and three control parameter settings of F and CR. In each
generation, each individual randomly combines these strategies
and parameters to generate trial vectors. More recently, Zhong
and Zhang [29] self-adapted the values of F and CR of DE
for the subpixel mapping problem.
C. Variants of DE Mutation Strategies
Besides the five most frequently used mutation strategies
mentioned in Section II-A, many other variants have been
proposed to further improve the performance of DE. To
make the performance of DE rotationally invariant, Price [32]
proposed a new mutation strategy, called DE/current-to-rand/1.
Price et al. [3] proposed the DE/rand/1/either-or algorithm,
where the trial vectors that are either pure mutants or pure
recombinants occur with probabilities pF and 1 − pF , re-
spectively. Fan and Lampinen [33] proposed a trigonometric
mutation to increase the convergence speed of DE. Kaelo
and Ali [34] proposed a hybrid mutation operator that uses
the attraction-repulsion technique of an electromagnetism-
like algorithm. More recently, Wang et al. [35] proposed
a parameter-free Gaussian mutation strategy that uses the
Gaussian sampling method to generate mutated individuals.
This Gaussian mutation strategy was further hybridized with
the classic DE/best/1 to balance the global search ability and
convergence rate.
In order to balance the exploration and exploitation capabili-
ties of DE, many researchers designed variants of some greedy
mutation strategies [26], [36], [37]. These variants utilize the
information of multiple good solutions instead of the best
solution in the entire population. For example, DE/current-
to-pbest/1 in JADE [26] chooses any of the top p% solutions
from the entire population to play the role of the single global
best solution. Das et al. [36] proposed a local mutation model
for DE/current-to-best/1, in which the best solution so far
is chosen from a small neighborhood. The local mutation
model is further combined with the global mutation model
by a weight factor. Islam et al. [37] also proposed a variant
of DE/current-to-best/1 that utilizes the best solution of a
dynamic group of randomly selected solutions from the current
population.
Besides developing new DE mutation strategies, some re-
searchers investigated DE mutation frameworks that can be
applied to different DE variants. For example, Epitropakis
et al. [38] proposed a mutation framework in which the
probability of selecting an individual to become a parent
is inversely proportional to its distance from the individual
undergoing mutation. Gong and Cai [39] proposed a kind of
ranking-based mutation framework, where some of the parents
in the mutation operator are proportionally selected according
to their rankings in the current population. Cai and Wang
[40] proposed a DE mutation framework that exploits the
neighborhood and direction information of the population.
Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed ADE algorithm.
Fig. 2. Flowchart of the adaptive parameter control process.
III. Adaptive DE Algorithm
In this section, we propose a new ADE. The ADE is charac-
terized by a new mutation strategy called DE/lbest/1 and a two-
level adaptive parameter control scheme. The DE/lbest/1 muta-
tion strategy helps balance the fast convergence and population
diversity of the proposed algorithm. In the adaptive parameter
control process, the optimization state is first estimated, and
then the population-level parameter values Fp and CRp are
adjusted for the whole population. Finally, the individual-level
parameter values Fi and CRi for each individual are generated
based on the values of Fp and CRp. Fig. 1 illustrates the
flowchart of the proposed ADE algorithm, and Fig. 2 shows the
process of the two-level adaptive parameter control scheme.
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A. DE/lbest/1 Mutation Strategy
For global numerical optimization, the experimental studies
in [41] indicate that the DE/best/1 with binomial crossover
is the most competitive approach among eight DE variants.
DE/best/1 generates a mutant vector by combining the best
vector with a scaled difference vector. Here, the best indicates
the vector with the best fitness value in the entire population. In
this way, all the vectors are guided by the same best solution
information during the evolutionary search process. Such a
greedy strategy is helpful for improving exploitation, which
means the ability of a search algorithm to quickly converge to
a near optimum. Nevertheless, due to the exploitative tendency,
the population may lose its diversity too early and reduce
its exploration ability to search new regions of the search
space. Thus, individuals of the population are more likely
to be trapped in some local optima, especially when solving
complex multimodal problems. In order to cope with the
problem of early loss of diversity and promote the exploration
ability, we propose a new mutation strategy called DE/lbest/1.
In the proposed strategy, the entire population is divided into
a predefined number of nonoverlapping groups simply based
on the vector indices. Each group contains the same number
of vectors. Since the vector indices are sorted randomly during
initialization, the population is, in fact, randomly divided
into equal-size groups. Note that the number of groups and
group members are kept unchanged during the algorithm’s
execution. As mentioned earlier, a mutant vector in DE/best/1
is generated by combining a globally best vector with a scaled
difference vector. In DE/lbest/1, the best vector is selected
from the group to which the target vector belongs instead of
the entire population. Therefore, the individuals of each group
are attracted by the best vector of their own group, and the
entire population is indeed guided by several locally best vec-
tors instead of a single globally best vector. Such an approach
thus benefits from a balance between fast convergence and
population diversity. On the other hand, the difference vector
involved in the mutation strategy can be generated not only
by two vectors from the same group, but also by two vectors
from different groups (i.e., the entire population). According
to the above description, the DE/lbest/1 mutation strategy can
be expressed as follows:
v
g
i = x
g
lbesti + F · (x
g
r1 − xgr2) (9)
where the subscript lbesti denotes the best vector in the
group with respect to target vector i, and r1, r2 are the
difference vector indices that are indistinct integers randomly
selected from [1, 2, . . . , NP] and are also different from i.
In the neighborhood-based local and global mutation models
proposed for DE (DEGL) [36], also the local mutation model
considers the vector index based on multiple groups of solu-
tions to improve the exploration ability of DE. Our DE/lbest/1
differs from DEGL in the following major aspects.
1) DEGL employs both local and global mutation models,
while our DE/lbest/1 utilizes only local mutation model
(locally best solutions).
2) The local mutation model of DEGL considers the vector
index based overlapping groups of solutions, while our
DE/lbest/1 considers the vector index based nonoverlap-
ping groups of solutions.
3) For DEGL, the locally best solution and two other
solutions involved in the local mutation model are
chosen from the same group of solutions. Differently,
for DE/lbest/1, only the locally best solution is chosen
from its respective group, while two other solutions are
chosen from the entire population (may be from different
groups).
B. Optimization State Estimation
In order to formulate an approach to optimization state
estimation for DE, the population distribution characteristics
are first described. At the early stage of evolution, the popula-
tion distribution is relatively dispersive, since individuals are
scattered in the searching space to explore different promising
regions. As the optimization progresses, the population will
gradually converge, and finally cluster around a global or
local optimum at the later stage. Due to the variation, the
information of population distribution can be used to estimate
the optimization state in the DE algorithm. In the following
paragraphs, we describe how to measure the population distri-
bution and how to use the distribution information to estimate
the optimization state.
In the procedure of optimization state estimation, all indi-
viduals are first sorted according to both their fitness values
and their distances from the best individual. Furthermore, the
relationship between these two sorting orders can be used to
measure the population distribution. The detailed steps are as
follows.
Step 1: In the beginning of each generation, the fitness
values of all the individuals are sorted in a descending order
(from the best to the worst). Suppose that the ranking of
the fitness value of individual i is denoted as f i, where
i = 1,2, . . . ,NP.
Step 2: Compute the Euclidean distances from the best
individual to the other individuals. Then, these distances are
sorted in an ascending order (from the nearest to the farthest).
Suppose that the ranking of the distance of individual i is
denoted as di, where i = 1,2, . . . ,NP.
Step 3: After obtaining the two rankings f i and di for each
individual i, compute the indicator of the optimization state
(IOS) so as to estimate the current optimization state
IOS =
NP∑
i=1
|fi − di| . (10)
If the two rankings for each individual are exactly the same
(i.e., f i = di for each i), then the better individuals are also
closer to the best individual, and IOS has its minimum value
IOSmin =
NP∑
r=1
|r − r| = 0. (11)
On the contrary, if the two rankings for each individual are just
the opposite (i.e., f i + di = NP + 1 for each i), then the better
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individuals are also farther from the best individual, and IOS
has its maximum value
IOSmax =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
NP · NP
2
, ifNP is even
(NP + 1) · (NP − 1)
2
, ifNP is odd.
(12)
Step 4: The value of IOS is normalized by the difference
between the values of IOSmax and IOSmin as
IOS =
IOS − IOSmin
IOSmax − IOSmin (13)
where IOS is the normalized value of IOS, ranging from
0 to 1.
Step 5: Perform the estimation of the optimization state.
According to the value of IOS, we formally define the
exploration and exploitation states based on
 =
{
S1, if rand(0, 1)<IOS
S2, otherwise
(14)
where  is the estimated optimization state, S1 and S2 repre-
sent the exploration state and exploitation state, respectively,
and rand(0,1) is a uniform random number within [0, 1].
Exploration State: If rand(0,1) is smaller than the value of
IOS, the optimization state is estimated to be the exploration
state. That is, the optimization process has a probability of
IOS to be classified into the exploration state.
Exploitation State: If rand(0,1) is not smaller than the
value of IOS, the optimization state is estimated to be the
exploration state. That is, the optimization process has a
probability of (1 − IOS) to be classified into the exploitation
state.
The definitions of exploration and exploitation states are
based on the following considerations. Note that the definitions
are based on considering the population set of the current
generation. When the value of IOS is large, the differences
between the two rankings f i and di are obvious. A large IOS
can be caused by two cases. For one case, there exist many
good individuals far away from the best individual, which
means that the population is exploring different promising
regions. For another case, there exist many bad individuals
close to the best, which indicates that the region around
the best may be not the most promising one in the search
space, because only a few good individuals have located there.
Even if these bad individuals are close to the global optimum
locating in a very narrow steep niche, there exist other better
individuals that are farther from the optimum. These better
individuals should be exploring other regions in the search
space, or they would be closer to the optimum. In other
words, only some but not most individuals have converged
to the region around the global optimum. For both cases, the
optimization process is more likely to be in the exploration
state, since the population is indeed exploring different regions
in this particular generation. This is also true if the population
of previous generation favors more exploration (larger value
of IOS). Since the current and previous sets of populations
are both exploring different regions in the search space, it
is reasonable to individually estimate each as an exploration
state (although to different degrees). On the contrary, when
the value of IOS is small, most of the good individuals have
converged around the best individual, and thus the optimiza-
tion process has a large probability to be in the exploitation
state.
C. Two-Level Adaptive Parameter Control Scheme
Our proposed adaptive parameter control scheme is a two-
level adaptation strategy that includes two steps to adjust the
parameters. In the first step, the population-level parameter
values Fp and CRp for the whole population are adaptively
controlled. The control method is based on the optimization
states that can be estimated by the approach described above.
Based on the population-level parameter values Fp and CRp,
the individual-level parameter values Fi and CRi for each
individual are further computed in the second step. Since
both the population and individual information are utilized
in the control, the parameter values can be adapted to the
characteristics of both population and individual.
Before describing the detail of the control scheme, we
first briefly discuss the effects of the parameters F and CR.
According to (9), the control parameter F is used to scale the
difference vector. Using a large value of F generates a mutant
vector largely different from the base vector chosen from the
population, and thus helps maintain the population diversity.
In contrast, a small value of F is more likely to facilitate
convergence. According to (7), CR is the probability that a
vector component will be inherited from the mutant vector. In
our proposed mutation strategy, a mutant vector is generated
by the guide of a locally best vector. Therefore, a large value
of CR causes the newly generated vectors to converge around
the locally best vectors, whereas a small value of CR makes
the whole population more diverse.
Based on the above considerations, the strategies for ad-
justing the population-level parameter values Fp and CRp in
different optimization states are defined as follows.
1) Exploration State—Increasing Fp and Decreasing CRp:
In the exploration state, in order to explore more promising
regions, it is better to increase the value of Fp. Conversely, the
value of CRp should be decreased so that the newly generated
vectors will not crowd around some locally best vectors.
2) Exploitation State—Decreasing Fp and Increasing CRp:
In the exploitation state, an appropriate way to accelerate
convergence is to decrease the value of Fp. Meanwhile,
increasing the value of CRp can help exploitation around some
promising vectors.
Based on the above strategies, the values of Fp and CRp
can be adjusted adaptively according to the current estimated
optimization state . The adjustment is based on the values
of Fp and CRp of the previous generation, as shown in (15)
and (16)
Fgp =
{
Fg−1p + cF · Fp, if = S1
Fg−1p − cF · Fp, if = S2 (15)
CRgp =
{
CRg−1p − cCR · CRp, if = S1
CRg−1p + cCR · CRp, if = S2 (16)
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where
Fp,CRp =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
IOS − IOSmin
IOSmax − IOSmin , if = S1
IOSmax − IOS
IOSmax − IOSmin , if = S2.
(17)
Obviously, the values of Fp and CRp are clamped in
the range of [0,1]. The coefficients cF and cCR are used
to control the adjustment steps cF · Fp and cCR · CRp,
respectively. In order to shrink the adjustment steps smaller
than 10% of the value ranges of F and CR (i.e., 0.1), we
set cF and cCR as 0.1 and 0.05 empirically. According to
(17), the adjustment step is also related to the value of IOS.
The values of Fp and CRp are both clamped in the range of
[0,1].
After obtaining the population-level parameter values Fp
and CRp for the whole population, the individual-level pa-
rameter values Fi and CRi are generated for each individual i
according to their rankings of fitness values and the distances
from the best individual. It is implemented by adjusting the
values of Fp and CRp of the current generation
F
g
i =
⎧⎨
⎩
Fgp + Fi, if(fi>NP2 ) ∧ (di>NP2 )
Fgp − Fi, if(fi<NP2 ) ∧ (di<NP2 )
Fgp, otherwise
(18)
CR
g
i =
⎧⎨
⎩
CRgp − CRi, if(fi>NP2 ) ∧ (di>NP2 )
CRgp + CRi, if(fi<NP2 ) ∧ (di<NP2 )
CRgp, otherwise
(19)
where
Fi,CRi =
{ (fi+di)−NP
2NP , if(fi>NP2 ) ∧ (di>NP2 )
NP−(fi+di)
2NP , if(fi<NP2 ) ∧ (di<NP2 ).
(20)
In these adaptive strategies for the individual-level parameters,
we can see that if individual i has a low fitness value and is far
from the best individual, a large Fi and a small CRi can help it
to explore new promising regions of the search space. In this
case, Fi and CRi should be generated by increasing Fp and
decreasing CRp, respectively. In contrast, if individual i has a
high fitness value and is near the best individual, a small Fi
and a large CRi would allow it to do more exploitation around
its current position. Thus, Fi and CRi should be generated by
decreasing Fp and increasing CRp, respectively. Based on the
above considerations, only the individuals with both rankings
either high or low will adjust the parameter values accordingly,
while the rest of individuals utilize only the population-level
parameters. In this implementation, the rankings above or
below half of the population size are considered high or low,
respectively. The values of Fi and CRi are also clamped in the
range of [0,1].
D. Runtime Complexity of ADE
The runtime complexity of a classic DE algorithm is
O(NP · D · Gmax) [36], where Gmax is the maximum number
of generations. ADE differs from the classic DE mainly in
the DE/lbest/1 mutation strategy and the two-level parameter
adaptation.
For the DE/lbest/1, the runtime complexity of finding the
locally best vector in each group depends on comparing the
fitness value with that of the locally best vector. Note that the
locally best fitness value should be upgraded for each target
vector in the respective group if it is replaced by the newly
generated trial vector. In the worst possible case, when the trial
vector always replaces the target vector, the overall runtime
complexity is O(NP · D · Gmax).
For the population-level adaptation, we need to sort all the
vectors based on their fitness values and their distances to the
best vector, respectively, in the beginning of each generation.
The runtime complexity of computing the distances for all the
vectors is O(NP · D) since we use Euclidean distance. By
utilizing the heap sort algorithm, the sorting procedure can be
completed in O(NP · log2 NP) time. For the individual-level
adaptation, each vector needs to compare their rankings against
NP
2 [see (18) and (19)], and the number of additional compar-
isons is O(NP). Hence, over Gmax generations, the overall
runtime complexity of the two-level parameter adaptation is
O(max(NP · D · Gmax, NP · log2 NP · Gmax)).
Considering both DE/lbest/1 and two-level parameter adap-
tation, the runtime complexity of ADE is O(max(NP · D ·
Gmax, NP · log2 NP · Gmax)). If D≥ log2 NP , the asymptotic
order of complexity for ADE remains O(NP ·D ·Gmax). This
condition is usually satisfied when D is relatively high. In this
case, ADE does not impose any serious burden on the runtime
complexity.
IV. Experimental Results
A. Benchmark Functions and Experimental Setup
In this section, experiments are carried out to evaluate the
performance of the proposed ADE. We use 33 benchmark
functions chosen from [42] and [43]. Functions f 1–f 22 are
summarized in Table I [42]. A detailed description of functions
f 23–f 33 can be found in [43]. These functions can be classified
into four groups. The first six functions f 1–f 6 are unimodal
functions. These functions can be used to test the convergence
speed of the algorithms. The next six functions f 7–f 12 are mul-
timodal functions where the number of local optima increases
exponentially with the problem dimension. The next ten func-
tions f 13–f 22 are low-dimensional multimodal functions with
a few local optima. The algorithms’ global search ability to
escape from local optima can be verified by these multimodal
functions. The last 11 functions f 23–f 33 are hybrid composi-
tion functions taken from the CEC 2005 Competition (F15–
F25) [43], each of which is composed of ten subfunctions.
Obviously, the functions in the fourth group are much more
complex and make our test suite more comprehensive and
convincing.
The population size NP of ADE is set to 50 and 200
for problems with D≤30 and D = 100, respectively. The
population of ADE is divided into ten groups. The initial
values of Fp and CRp of ADE are both set as 0.5. Each
experiment is run 25 times independently and the results are
averaged. In addition, we make use of the Wilcoxon’s rank
sum test [44] at α = 0.05 to evaluate the statistical significance
of the results.
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TABLE I
Benchmark Functions [42], [43]
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TABLE II
Comparison Between ADE and Four State-of-the-Art DE Variants on Unimodal Functions
TABLE III
Success Rate and Search Speed Comparisons on Unimodal Functions
B. Comparison With Existing State-of-the-Art DE Variants
We compare ADE with four state-of-the-art DE variants,
i.e., CoDE [28], JADE [26], jDE [24], and SaDE [25] on all
test functions with 30 dimensions (except the low-dimensional
functions f 13–f 22). All these algorithms use some strategies
to adaptively control the parameters F and CR. The other
parameters of the four algorithms are set according to their
original papers.
1) Unimodal Functions: The mean and standard deviation
of the results for 25 independent runs on f 1–f 6 are presented
in Table II. Each algorithm is run for the number of fitness
evaluations indicated in the FEs column of the table [42].
For clarity, the results of the best algorithms are marked in
boldface. According to the results, it can be seen that ADE,
JADE, and SaDE perform better than CoDE and jDE on
these functions in general. This is because the former three
algorithms use greedy mutation strategies to some degree. The
relatively low accuracy results of CoDE and jDE should be
due to their more diverse mutation strategies. It is interesting
to note that CoDE achieves the best results on f 4, which is
a unimodal function for D≤3, but may become multimodal
when the dimension is high [45].
In order to compare the reliability and search speed of
different algorithms, Table III summarizes the success rates
at which acceptable solutions are found over 25 runs and
the number of FEs required to find the acceptable solutions.
A solution is considered acceptable if it is obtained with
sufficient accuracy: 1E-10. The ranks in the table are evaluated
based on the descending order of the success rates and ties
are broken by the ascending order of FEs. From Table III, we
find that all the algorithms perform with a high reliability on
most of the unimodal functions. In particular, the proposed
ADE algorithm is able to find acceptable solutions with 100%
success rate on all the functions. On the other hand, only
CoDE and ADE always obtain the near-global optimum for
f 4, while JADE, jDE, and SaDE sometimes fail to locate
the acceptable solutions. However, CoDE fully fails to reach
acceptable solutions for f 3. From the aspect of search speed,
JADE, SaDE, and ADE use a smaller number of FEs than
CoDE and jDE do to reach acceptable results on average.
Overall, ADE performs the best on most functions in this
group.
2) Multimodal Functions With Many Local Optima:
Table IV compares the five DE variants on the multimodal
functions with many local optima. It can be seen that ADE,
CoDE, and jDE are capable of reaching near-global optima
on all the six functions. These three algorithms obtain the
same best results on f 7, f 8, and f 10, but CoDE and jDE get
higher accuracy than ADE on f 9, while ADE outperforms
CoDE and jDE on f 11 and f 12. On the other hand, JADE
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TABLE IV
Comparison Between ADE and Four State-of-the-Art DE Variants on Multimodal Functions With Many Local Optima
TABLE V
Success Rate and Search Speed Comparisons on Multimodal Functions With Many Local Optima
and SaDE perform the best on f 9, f 11, and f 12, but they are
sometimes trapped in local optima on f 10 and f 8, respectively.
These results indicate that ADE manages to avoid premature
convergence and also finds solutions with high accuracy on
multimodal functions with a lot of local optima.
The reliability and search speed of different DE variants
are further compared and reported in Table V. The acceptable
accuracy is set as −10 000 for f 7 and 1E-10 for all others.
The results show that all six functions are optimized by
ADE, CoDE, and jDE with 100% success rates. Moreover,
the proposed ADE reaches the acceptable solutions with a
smaller number of FEs than CoDE and jDE. Although JADE
and SaDE converge faster than ADE on some functions, their
reliability is relatively low, as reflected by their success rates
on f 10 and f 8, respectively. Overall, the ADE also exhibits very
competitive performance on multimodal functions with a lot
of local optima. Not only does it benefit from fast convergence
but also high algorithm reliability that may stem from the two-
level adaptive parameter control scheme.
3) Multimodal Functions With Few Local Optima: For
multimodal functions with a few local optima, we run the
algorithms for a small number of FEs to find out whether
they can locate the global optimum quickly. The experimental
results are tabulated in Table VI. We find that ADE and SaDE
are the best among the five DE variants for this group of
functions. They are able to find the global optimum within
the predefined maximum number of FEs for all the functions.
CoDE, JADE, and jDE perform worse than ADE and SaDE
on one or more functions, e.g., f 14, f 19, and f 20. Overall,
the performance of different algorithms is similar on most
of functions in this group, and we skip the comparison of
success rate and number of FEs. ADE remains the best one
among these algorithms.
4) Hybrid Composition Functions: All of the functions in
this group are nonseparable, rotated, and multimodal functions
with a huge number of local optima. Such functions appear to
be the most difficult class of problems for most optimization
algorithms. The experimental results are shown in Tables VII
and VIII. It can be noted that no DE variant is able to
obtain a near-global optimum on any function. Overall, ADE
achieves better results on more functions. It performs better
than CoDE, JADE, jDE, and SaDE on five, seven, eight,
and eight functions, respectively. Conversely, CoDE, JADE,
and jDE surpass ADE on three, one, and two functions,
respectively. SaDE cannot outperform ADE on any functions
in this group.
In terms of reliability, ADE achieves 100% success rates
on all these functions except f 23, while the other algorithms
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TABLE VI
Comparison Between ADE and Four State-of-the-Art DE Variants on Multimodal Functions With a Few Local Optima
TABLE VII
Comparison Between ADE and Four State-of-the-Art DE Variants on Hybrid Composition Functions
yield relatively low success rates on three or four functions.
In terms of search speed, JADE converges fastest on most
functions and ADE is the second fastest. ADE still obtains
the smallest value of average rank on this group of functions.
Although the average rank of JADE is very close to that of
ADE, the former performs the worst in terms of reliability on
three functions.
The convergence curves of CoDE, JADE, jDE, SaDE, and
ADE are plotted in Fig. 3 for some selected benchmark
functions.
C. Scalability of ADE
In order to demonstrate the scalability of ADE, we further
compare the performance of the five DE variants on f 1–f 12
with D = 100. Table IX reports the mean and standard deviation
of the results. For most unimodal functions, the performance
of ADE, JADE, and SaDE remains significantly superior to
that of CoDE and jDE. One may note that the performance
of CoDE deteriorates with the increase of dimension for f 4,
where CoDE achieves the best results for D = 30. For the
multimodal functions, we can observe that the algorithms
obtain similar rankings as on 30D functions. Overall, ADE,
CoDE, and jDE present better global search ability than JADE
and SaDE. ADE outperforms all other algorithms on f 7, f 8,
and f 12.
Reliability and search speed comparisons are shown in
Table X. ADE and JADE yield 100% success rates on all test
functions, while CoDE, jDE, and SaDE achieve relatively low
success rates on two, two, and three functions, respectively.
From the aspect of search speed, SaDE converges fastest on
most functions, followed by ADE. CoDE and JADE exhibit
similar convergence performance while jDE converges slowest
in general. These results demonstrate that ADE remains good
at striking a balance between reliability and search speed when
the dimension increases to 100.
D. Effects of ADE Components
Two main components of ADE are the DE/lbest/1 mutation
strategy and the two-level parameter adaptation. First, we com-
pare DE using DE/best/1 and DE using DE/lbest/1 to reveal the
effectiveness of the DE/lbest/1 mutation strategy. They use the
same parameter setting of NP = 50, F = 0.5, and CR = 0.5. The
population of DE/lbest/1 is divided into ten groups. The results
on f 1–f 12 with D = 30 are shown in Table XI. We can observe
that DE/best/1 can find very high accuracy solutions on simple
unimodal functions f 1–f 3, but it fails to locate the near-
global optima on most multimodal functions. The proposed
DE/lbest/1 is helpful for balancing the performance between
unimodal and multimodal functions. It can find the near-global
optimum on most multimodal functions while still being able
to converge quickly on unimodal functions. The strengths of
the DE/lbest/1 are further demonstrated by comparing with
DE/current-to-pbest/1 in JADE (F = 0.5, CR = 0.5), which also
utilizes multiple good solutions. The results of DE/current-to-
pbest/1 on f 1–f 12 can be found in the last column of Table XI.
We can observe that the overall performance of DE/lbest/1 is
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TABLE VIII
Success Rate and Search Speed Comparisons on Hybrid Composition Functions
TABLE IX
Comparison Between ADE and Four State-of-the-Art DE Variants on 100 D Functions
better than that of DE/current-to-pbest/1. In fact, DE/lbest/1
performs better than or at least the same as DE/current-
to-pbest/1 on nine out of the twelve test functions, while
DE/current-to-pbest/1 beats DE/lbest/1 on three test functions.
In order to investigate the effect of the population-level
parameter control, we consider ADE without parameter control
(i.e., DE/lbest/1) and ADE with population-level control only
(denoted as ADE-ponly). Three DE/lbest/1 algorithms with
different parameter settings are compared with ADE-ponly
on f 1–f 12. All of them set F to 0.5 as suggested in most
of the literature [2], [16], and set CR to 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9,
respectively. The experimental results averaged over 25 runs
are listed in the last four columns of Table XII. Although
DE/lbest/1 performs better than DE/best/1, the performance
of DE/lbest/1 is still sensitive to the parameter settings. The
DE/lbest/1 (CR = 0.1) is able to find the near-global optimum
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Fig. 3. Comparison of convergence performance between ADE and four state-of-the-art DE variants on eight benchmark functions. (a) f 1. (b) f 4. (c) f 8.
(d) f 10. (e) f 12. (f) f 20. (g) f 26. (h) f 32.
Fig. 4. Counts of different CR values during the evolutionary process of ADE on six benchmark functions. (a) f 1. (b) f 2. (c) f 3. (d) f 7. (e) f 8. (f) f 10.
on most of the multimodal functions, but it performs the worst
on the unimodal functions. In contrast, DE/lbest/1 (CR = 0.9)
obtains the most accurate results on the unimodal functions
f 1–f 3, but it suffers from frequent premature convergence on
all the multimodal functions. The performance of ADE-ponly
is less dependent on the optimization problems. Not only
can it get relatively high accuracy solutions on the unimodal
functions, but also it is able to preserve premature convergence
on most multimodal functions. These results demonstrate that
the population-level parameter control strategy is helpful for
improving robustness of the algorithm.
The effect of individual-level parameter control can be
verified by a comparison between ADE and ADE-ponly. The
results can be found in the first two columns of Table XII.
One can observe that the ADE achieves solutions with slightly
higher accuracy than ADE-ponly on the unimodal functions.
Moreover, ADE also has a better global search ability to escape
from local optima on the multimodal functions f 8 and f 9. The
better performance of ADE should be due to the diversified
parameter values brought by the individual-level parameter
control.
E. Properties of F and CR of ADE
From the experimental results in Table XII, we observe
that DE/lbest/1 performs better on f 1–f 3 when it is assigned
a smaller value of CR, while a larger value of CR is more
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Fig. 5. Counts of different F values during the evolutionary process of ADE on six benchmark functions. (a) f 1. (b) f 2. (c) f 3. (d) f 7. (e) f 8. (f) f 10.
Fig. 6. Cumulative counts of exploration and exploitation states derived from DE/lbest/1 versus the number of generations on six benchmark functions.
(a) f 1. (b) f 2. (c) f 3. (d) f 7. (e) f 8. (f) f 9.
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Fig. 7. Cumulative counts of exploration and exploitation states derived from ADE versus the number of generations on six benchmark functions. (a) f 1.
(b) f 2. (c) f 3. (d) f 7. (e) f 8. (f) f 9.
beneficial to f 7, f 8, and f 10. Therefore, we can further analyze
the property of CR value in ADE on these six functions to
further check the effectiveness of parameter adaptation. We
divide the range of population-level parameter CRp [0,1] into
ten intervals with equal lengths. In each generation, the value
of CRp is recorded. After a run of the ADE algorithm on
a certain function, we compute the count of the CRp value
within each interval. Fig. 4 shows these counts on each test
function. For the unimodal functions f 1–f 3, we find that the
counts of CRp keep increasing as the value of CRp increases.
On the contrary, for the multimodal functions f 7, f 8, and f 10,
the counts of CRp decrease in general with the value of CRp,
as expected.
In addition, we show the corresponding results of Fp in
Fig. 5. It can be seen that Fp exhibits an opposite property
of CRp. Relatively small values of Fp are beneficial to
finding solutions with high accuracy for unimodal functions.
Conversely, relatively large values of Fp can help alleviating
premature convergence for multimodal functions. Based on
the above observation, it can be concluded that ADE can
adapt the parameter effectively to meet the needs of different
optimization problems.
F. Search Behavior of ADE
The search behavior of ADE is compared with that of
DE/lbest/1 (F = 0.5, CR = 0.9) on three unimodal functions
f 1–f 3 and three multimodal functions f 7–f 9. Figs. 6 and 7
illustrate the results of DE/lbest/1 and ADE, respectively,
based on the data of a typical run. In the figures, the x-axis
represents the number of generations and the y-axis represents
the cumulative counts of optimization states (i.e., exploration
and exploitation states) the algorithm has been in. The search
behavior of algorithm can be analyzed by comparing these
two cumulative counts during the evolution. According to
Fig. 6, the cumulative count of the exploitation states is larger
than that of the exploration states throughout the evolutionary
process on both unimodal and multimodal functions. This
is because DE/lbest/1 utilizes a greedy mutation strategy to
some degree without parameter adaptation. The population is
attracted by some locally best individuals, and thus the ex-
ploitation state always dominates the exploration state. Such a
search behavior is good for unimodal functions, but it may lead
to premature convergence for complex multimodal functions.
According to Fig. 7, the search behavior of ADE on unimodal
functions is similar to that of DE/lbest/1. The curve of the
exploitation state is always beyond that of the exploration state.
Furthermore, the gap between these two curves is larger than
that of Fig. 6, which is beneficial to obtaining solutions with
higher accuracy for unimodal functions. However, the search
behavior of ADE is quite different from that of DE/lbest/1
on the three multimodal functions. The cumulative count
of exploitation states is not always larger than that of the
exploration states, but they dominate each other alternately
during the evolutionary process. We take f 9 for example. The
cumulative count of exploitation states increases faster than
that of exploration states from the beginning to around 1500
generation. After that, this trend changes to the opposite, i.e.,
the exploration states begin to dominate the exploitation states.
Finally, the cumulative count of exploration states overtakes
that of exploitation states in around 3000 generation. For
multimodal functions, it is important for the algorithm to keep
exploring new regions of the search space and hence being
trapped in local optima can be avoided. The ADE performs
such a search behavior as we expected due to the parameter
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Success Rate and Search Speed Comparisons on 100 D Functions
TABLE XI
Effect of DE/lebst/1 Mutation Strategy
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TABLE XII
Effect of Two-Level Parameter Adaptation
adaptation, which adjusts the parameters to suitable values that
allow the algorithm to perform more explorative behavior.
G. Sensitivities to Population Parameters
As mentioned in Section III-A, the mutation strategy of
ADE is designed to achieve a better balance between explo-
ration and exploitation. The best vector involved in mutation
is selected from its respective group of vectors. Thus, the per-
formance of ADE may be sensitive to the selected population
size and the number of groups the population divided into.
If the population size is large and the number of groups is
small, which means the best vector is selected from a large
group of individuals, the mutation strategy would be relatively
greedy. On the contrary, if the best vector is selected from a
small group of individuals and the number of groups is large,
then the mutation strategy becomes relatively diverse. In order
to investigate the sensitivity of ADE to the combination of
the population size and the number of groups, we compare
ADE with different values of these two parameters. The
ADE algorithm with a population size of 50 and ten groups,
for example, is denoted as ADE-p50g10. Table XIII reports
the experimental results on f 1–f 12 with D = 30. In general,
for the simple unimodal functions such as f 1–f 3, using a
smaller population size and a smaller number of groups is
more helpful to get solutions with high accuracy. However,
such a setting suffers from frequent premature convergence
on multimodal functions. On the contrary, for multimodal
functions, using a larger population size and a larger number
of groups is better for maintaining diversity and preventing
premature convergence. In addition, it can be observed that
when the number of groups is set to 10, the performance
of ADE is not so sensitive to the population size. Overall,
a population size of 50 and dividing the population into ten
groups is a suitable combination to balance the performance
on both unimodal and multimodal functions.
H. Results on Real-World Optimization Problems
The performance of the ADE is further tested on three
real-world optimization problems from the IEEE CEC 2011
competition [46]. The three test problems are parame-
ter estimation for frequency-modulated sound waves (P1),
Lennard–Jones potential problem (P2), and bifunctional cata-
lyst blend optimal control problem (P3). More details of these
problems can be found in [46].
Table XIV compares the mean and standard deviation of
the final results over 25 runs of the five DE variants. The
algorithms are executed for 50 000, 100 000, and 150 000 FEs,
respectively, on all the problems. From Table XIV, it can be
noted that ADE remains a competitive approach among the
five DE variants. In the case of problem P1, ADE significantly
outperforms the other four DE variants. JADE performs the
best on problem P2 and ADE is the second best. For problem
P3, all the five DE variants present similar results without
significant difference. These observations demonstrate that
the proposed ADE has some potential for solving real-world
optimization problems.
I. Discussions
To improve the efficiency and robustness of DE, we pro-
pose a greedy mutation strategy DE/lbest/1 and a two-level
parameter adaptation scheme for DE. Experiments are exten-
sively conducted on 33 benchmark functions and three real-
world optimization problems. From the experimental results,
the strengths and weaknesses of the proposed ADE can be
summarized as follows.
1) In the case of unimodal functions, the overall perfor-
mance of ADE is similar to that of JADE and SaDE,
but better than CoDE and jDE. However, ADE is beaten
by the classic DE/best/1 on three simple unimodal
functions due to the high greediness degree of the latter.
Importantly, only ADE can achieve 100% success rates
on all these functions.
2) In the cases of multimodal functions and hybrid compo-
sition functions, ADE, JADE, and SaDE converge faster
than CoDE and jDE in general. CoDE and jDE are more
robust than JADE and SaDE in some cases since the
formers utilize more diverse mutation strategies. Note
that ADE still shows the most reliable performance in all
cases in spite of its greedy DE/lbest/1 mutation strategy.
Also, ADE achieves the best final accuracy results on
most of these functions.
3) The ranks of ADE in the success rates and search
speed comparison tables may be close to that of its
competitor in some instances. For example, the average
ranks of ADE and JADE are 2 and 2.1, respectively, in
Table VIII. It is found that the small average rank of
JADE largely stems from its fast search speed on most
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ADE With Different Population Parameters
TABLE XIV
Comparison Between ADE and Four State-of-the-Art DE Variants on Three Real-World Optimization Problems
functions in this group. On the other hand, in the case
of ADE both algorithm reliability (indicated by success
rate) and search speed contribute to the small average
rank. A close inspection of Table VIII indicates that
JADE converges fastest for the optimization of functions
f 26–f 33. ADE is beaten by JADE on these functions, but
still converges second fastest. However, JADE shows
the worst performance in terms of reliability on the
other three functions f 23–f 25. On the contrary, ADE
achieves the highest success rates on all test functions.
Moreover, when the problem dimension increases to
100, the difference between the average rank of ADE
and that of JADE becomes more obvious. The advantage
of ADE is that it benefits from fast convergence without
sacrificing its robustness.
4) Regarding the results of real-world problems, a close
inspection of Table XIV reveals that ADE is the only one
that may provide consistent good performance on all test
problems. Although ADE is beaten by JADE on problem
P2, it is still the second best among the five DE variants.
Conversely, CoDE, jDE, and SaDE show relatively poor
or fair performance on both problems P1 and P2. Even
for JADE that is the best on problem P2, it performs the
second worst on problem P1 in terms of final accuracy.
Since the problem characteristics are usually not known
a priori when solving real-world problems, it should be
a good choice to use an algorithm such as ADE that is
expected to perform favorably on problems with various
characteristics.
5) Overall, by combining the DE/lbest/1 mutation strategy
with the two-level parameter adaptation scheme, ADE is
efficient in terms of solution quality and search speed,
while maintaining the algorithm reliability at a high
level.
V. Conclusion
In this paper, a new DE variant called ADE has been
proposed. The ADE algorithm is characterized by a novel
mutation strategy DE/lbest/1 and an adaptive parameter control
strategy. The DE/lbest/1 strategy utilizes the information of
several locally best solutions instead of the single globally best
solution used in the classic DE/best/1. Such a mutation strategy
is helpful for balancing the fast convergence and population
diversity of the algorithm. Two levels of parameters, i.e.,
population-level and individual-level parameters, have been
introduced into the parameter adaptation scheme of ADE.
The population-level parameters are first controlled based on
an optimization state estimation. Then, the individual-level
parameters for each individual are generated by adjusting the
population-level parameters according to the individual fitness
rank and its distance rank from the best individual.
We have tested ADE on a suite of benchmark functions
and three real-world optimization problems. The results show
that ADE exhibits appropriate search behavior for both uni-
modal and multimodal problems. The performance of ADE is
compared with four state-of-the-art DE variants, i.e., CoDE,
JADE, jDE, and SaDE. It can be concluded that ADE performs
better than, or at least comparably to, the other DE variants
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in terms of solution quality, convergence speed, and algorithm
reliability. However, ADE cannot perform the best for all kinds
of optimization problems. For example, the DE/best/1 obtains
solutions with higher accuracy than ADE on three simple uni-
modal problems due to the greediness of DE/best/1, which can
be observed from Table XI. ADE only can achieve a balanced
performance for different kinds of optimization problems. In
addition, the effects of ADE components, parameter properties
of ADE, and parameter sensitivity of ADE have been studied.
For future work, we will extend the ADE algorithm to
solving other complex optimization problems such as mul-
tiobjective and dynamic optimization problems. In addition,
we can regard the proposed two-level parameter adaptation
strategy as a general two-level parameter control framework
and apply it to other EAs.
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